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ADMINISTRATION & PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES 

    

 

Circle works : 

transforming Aboriginal 

literacy 

By 

Fyre Jean Graveline 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 83-

84). 

This transformative teaching model can help 

literacy workers, not only in your own 

healing and development, but also it can give 

you some strategies to pass along to you 

students. 

374  

    

ARTS 

    

 

Community connection, 

A 

By 

Marilyn G. Stewart 

Art textbook. 

Includes index. 

People around the world and throughout 

history share certain ideas through art. This 

text introduces some of those ideas and 

themes used to express through art and 

ways in which to respond to various forms of 

artistic expression. 

 

700 

STE 
Gr. 7-9 

 

Community connection, 

A 

By 

Marilyn G. Stewart 

 

Teacher’s edition, A 
700 

STE 
Gr. 7-9 

 

Creative GIRL: 

By 

Danielle Donaldson 

 

Includes index. 

Find your artistic creativity with delicate 

doodles, big colors and lavish layers! 

CreativeGIRL features art projects that teach 

you how to draw and paint your story using 

pencils, watercolor paints and simple mixed-

media supplies. Danielle Donaldson shows 

you how to draw the pretty pictures from 

your imagination, infuse your art with 

delightful color combinations and work 

through creative frustration with simple fixes. 

You'll learn how to paint with watercolor, tell 

visual stories with and without words and 

add depth with layers using mixed-media 

techniques and little details. 

 

702.81 

DON 
 



 

Explorations in art 

Kindergarten teacher’s 

guide 

By 

Cathy Weisman Topal 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

Combines a solid foundation in how to use 

tools and materials with the delight of 

exploring materials, developing skills and 

inventing new ways to create. 

 

700 

TOP 
K 

 

Explorations in art 

Kindergarten 

By 

Cathy Weisman Topal 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

Combines a solid foundation in how to use 

tools and materials with the delight of 

exploring materials, developing skills and 

inventing new ways to create. 

Themes include: Explore art in your world 

and across the globe. -- Explore art from the 

past and present. -- Explore materials and 

learn new skills. -- Explore ideas as you look 

at and create artworks of your own. 

 

OS 

700 

TOP 

K 

 

Global pursuit, A 

By 

Marilyn G. Stewart 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

People around the world and throughout 

history share certain ideas through art. This 

text introduces some of those ideas and 

themes used to express through art and 

ways in which to respond to various forms of 

artistic expression. 

 

700 

STE 
Gr. 7-9 

 

Global pursuit, A 

By 

Marilyn G. Stewart 

 

Teacher’s edition, A 
700 

STE 
Gr. 7-9 

 

Medicine paint: the art 

of Dale Auger 

 

One of Canada's most evocative modern 

painters, Cree artist Dale Auger was a gifted 

interpreter of First Nations culture, using the 

cross-cultural medium of art to portray 

scenes from the everyday to the sacred and 

dissemble stereotypes about Indigenous 

peoples. Medicine Paint is a collection of 

Auger's best work, reproduced in glorious full 

colour and reflecting the evolution of the 

artist's distinctive style. Including a revealing 

look back at his life and professional 

development, the book is a stunning tribute 

to the master Aboriginal artist. 

 

759.11 

AUG 
 

 

Personal Journey, A 

By 

Marilyn G. Stewart 

 

Present - through inspiring images and 

simple text - art's forms and purposes, 

subjects, themes, and media  

Take a visual look at the elements of art and 

principles of design  

Explore basic steps in art criticism and the 5-

step process for studio work  

 

 

 

700 

STE 
Gr. 7-9 



 

Personal Journey, A 

By 

Marilyn G. Stewart 

 

Teacher’s edition, A 
700 

STE 
Gr. 7-9 

 

Urban sketchbook, The 

 

In the past, sketches were considered private 

documents that were utilized to study, learn, 

and grow.  Until social media arrived...and 

amateurs and professionals alike were 

inspired to share their drawings with the 

world. 

The Urban Sketchbook offers numerous 

examples of sketches done by artists 

dedicated to documenting their day-to-day 

lives through drawing. 

 

741,2 

URB 
 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 

 

Can you survive a global 

blackout? : 

By 

Matt Doeden 

 

(You choose books. You choose : doomsday) 

"Readers find their own paths as they 

navigate through a world with no electricity" 

No computers.  No lights.  No phones.  No 

running water.  The world plunged into 

darkness and chaos.  Can you survive a 

global blackout?  When YOU CHOOSE what to 

do next, the choices you make could mean 

the difference between life and death. 

 

HL 

YOU 

CAN 

Gr. 3-7 

 

Can you survive a virus 

outbreak? : 

By 

Matt Doeden 

 

(You choose books. You choose : doomsday) 

"34 choices, 15 endings"--Cover. 

Includes bibliographical references. 

"A You Choose adventure about surviving a 

virus outbreak" 

The Centers for Disease Control has issued a 

warning about an outbreak of a new deadly 

virus "Blood Fever."  Any person you pass on 

the street could be a carrier.  To make it 

through the outbreak, you'll have to make 

the right decisions.  When YOU CHOOSE 

what to do next, can you survive a plague 

that reaches across the globe? 

 

HL 

YOU 

CAN 

Gr. 3-7 

 

Can you survive a 

zombie apocalypse? 

By 

Anthony Wacholtz 

 

(You choose books. You choose : doomsday) 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

"Allows readers to choose their own paths as 

they navigate through the zombie 

apocalypse" 

A wailing moan.  A stumbling walk, A horrid 

stench.  You never thought it could happen, 

but zombies walk the streets with an 

unending hunger for flesh.  With a single bite 

or scratch, you'll become one of the undead 

monsters.  When YOU CHOOSE what to do 

next, will you be able to survive the zombie 

hordes? 

 

 

HL 

YOU 

CAN 

Gr. 3-7 



 

Can you survive an alien 

invasion? 

By 

B. A. Hoena 

 

(You choose books. You choose : doomsday) 

Includes bibliographical references (page 

111). 

"A You Choose adventure about surviving an 

alien invasion" 

Sirens blare and news alerts flash on the TV 

screen as alien crafts enter Earth's 

atmosphere.  You used to wonder if life 

existed elsewhere in the universe, but now 

only one question remains: Are they friendly 

or hostile?  When YOU CHOOSE what to do 

next, your choices will determine if you 

survive the alien invasion. 

 

HL 

YOU 

CAN 

Gr. 3-7 

 

Canadian biographies (8 

books) 

 

Amazing Canadians are all around us.   

Contents: 1 each of: Barbara Reid. -- Carey 

Price. -- Christine Sinclair. -- Hayley 

Wickenheiser. -- Hedley. -- Patrick Chan. -- 

Robert Munsch. -- Terry Fox. 

 

KIT 

920 

CAN 

 

 

Get lost! 

By 

Dorene Meyer 

 

Includes 1 sound disc. 

It’s the day before Christmas in the Ojibway 

community of Rabbit Lake. The winter 

carnival is on and everyone is having a good 

time. Everyone that is, except Michael, a city 

kid from the south, who claims to be bored 

stiff! Andrew, tired of his constant 

complaining, finally gives Michael his 

snowmobile keys and tells him to “get lost!” 

Not caring that it’s forty degrees below zero 

and that Michael isn’t dressed for the harsh 

Canadian climate, Andrew goes back to the 

party and forgets all about him… until his 

sister, Rosalee asks, “Where’s Michael?” 

 

SR 

FIC 

MEY 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Goodbye Buffalo Bay 

By 

Larry Loyie 

 

(7 copies) 

Loyie Larry and Constance Brissenden.  

Goodbye Buffalo Bay is set during the 

author's teenaged years. In his last year in 

residential school, Lawrence learns the power 

of friendship and finds the courage to stand 

up for his beliefs. Returning home, he finds 

himself a stranger to his family and First 

Nations culture until he hears his 

grandfather's gentle guiding voice. 

 

LIT 

FIC 

LOY 

Gr. 3-6 

 

Gooney Bird collection, 

The 

By 

Lois Lowry 

 

Mrs. Pidgeon's second grade class studies 

poetry and her students write haiku, 

couplets, free verse, and finally, a tribute to 

Mrs. Pidgeon's mother organized by the 

irrepressible Gooney Bird Greene. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: English Language Arts Grade 
2, 3, & 4; Personal and Philosophical Context 

and Social, Cultural, and Historical Context. 
 
 

 

TKT 

FIC 

LOW 

Gr. 2-4 



 

House of memories, The 

By 

Benjamin Hulme-Cross 

 

(Dark hunter) 

Dark Hunter Mr. Blood leaves Edgar and 

Mary at an empty house where they 

encounter an evil spider woman who may be 

tied to their past. 

 

HL 

DAR 

HOU 

Gr. 4-8 

 

Jump for Joy! 

 

(Cozy corner) 

Contents: 

1 Big book: Miss Mary Mack 

2 Small books: Grumpy bird! & If Yo? Yes! 

8 laminated character cards 

1 storytime plan 

1 Putumayo kids CD: Animal playground 

1 storytime poster 

OS 

E 

JUM 

K 

 

Leap! Set B school 

theme classroom 

package 

By 

Sharon Callen 

 

(Leap!) 

This set of books explores the lives of three 

school children in three different countries 

and examines how greetings and numbers 

are expressed in English and in the other 

languages they speak.  Content: 

1 Pablo goes to school (Big Book). -- 1 

Teaching Notes. 

6 each of: Celeste goes to school. -- Hui goes 

to school. -- Pablo goes to school. 

KIT 

372.4 

CAL 

K 

 

Loner, The 

By 

Dana L Coates 

 

(7 copies) 

Dawn, a sixteen-year-old Metis is finding it 

difficult to fit into her new school in the Cree 

community of Maskwa Lake. Dawn resists the 

peer pressure to smoke, drink and do drugs, 

but as a result, faces bullying in the form of 

beatings, tripping, and name callings. Feeling 

alone, Dawn neglects to eat regularly, and 

tries to find painful relief by cutting. Will 

Dawn find help before it's too late? 

 

LIT 

FIC 

COA 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Marsh demon, The 

By 

Benjamin Hulme-Cross 

 

(Dark Hunter) 

When Mr. Blood and his young assistants, 

Edgar and Mary, are called to a village that is 

terrorized once a year by a monster, the 

children are forced to serve as bait. 

 

HL 

DAR 

MAR 

Gr. 4-8 

 

Nunavummi reading 

series 

 

A Nunavut-developed series that supports 

literacy learning while teaching readers about 

the people, traditions, and environment of 

the Canadian Arctic. 

Contents: 

Big books (1 each): Land skills. -- On the 

shoulder of a giant: an Inuit folktale. -- 

Orphan and the polar bear, The. -- Out on 

the ice. -- Polar animals. -- Ten in a tent. 

Little books (1 each): Adult and baby 

animals. -- All about birds. -- All about polar 

bears. -- All about seals. -- Going to 

Grandma's. -- Happy mosquito, The. -- 

Helping my Grandfather. -- My little brother. 

-- Saila & Betty. -- Seasonal cycles. -- Siku & 

Kamik go to school. -- Structures in the 

OS 

372.4 

NUN 

Gr. 1-3 



Arctic. -- Things that keep us warm. -- 

Things that make me happy. -- Ukaliq & 

Kalla go camping. -- Ukaliq & Kalla go to the 

city. -- Viivi's new kamiks. 

 

 

Opposites 

By 

Sian Smith 

 

This big book takes a very simple look at 

opposites children encounter every day. 

OS 

153.2 

SMI 

K-Gr. 1 

 

Oral language, book A 

By 

Anne Giulieri 

 

(Engage Literacy) 

1 Big book + 1 CD. 

Engage Literacy Oral Language Big Books 

were created to help students develop their 

use of language.  The format is great for 

small groups, centers and the included 

interactive white board component allows 

students to use existing technology in your 

classroom or lab setting.  The Oral Language 

Big Books are great for ELL/ESL students and 

provide students with opportunities for 

vocabulary development, sentence structure 

skills, expression as well as questioning and 

answering skills. 

 

OS 

372.6 

GIU 

2 copies 

 

 

Oral language, book B 

By 

Anne Giulieri 

 

(Engage Literacy) 

1 Big book + 1 CD. 

Engage Literacy Oral Language Big Books 

were created to help students develop their 

use of language.  The format is great for 

small groups, centers and the included 

interactive white board component allows 

students to use existing technology in your 

classroom or lab setting.  The Oral Language 

Big Books are great for ELL/ESL students and 

provide students with opportunities for 

vocabulary development, sentence structure 

skills, expression as well as questioning and 

answering skills. 

 

OS 

372.6 

GIU 

K-Gr. 3 

 

Oral language, book C 

By 

Anne Giulieri 

 

(Engage Literacy) 

1 Big book + 1 CD. 

Engage Literacy Oral Language Big Books 

were created to help students develop their 

use of language.  The format is great for 

small groups, centers and the included 

interactive white board component allows 

students to use existing technology in your 

classroom or lab setting.  The Oral Language 

Big Books are great for ELL/ESL students and 

provide students with opportunities for 

vocabulary development, sentence structure 

skills, expression as well as questioning and 

answering skills. 

 

 

 

OS 

372.6 

GIU 

K-Gr. 3 



 

Oral language, book D 

By 

Anne Giulieri 

 

(Engage Literacy) 

1 Big book + 1 CD. 

Engage Literacy Oral Language Big Books 

were created to help students develop their 

use of language.  The format is great for 

small groups, centers and the included 

interactive white board component allows 

students to use existing technology in your 

classroom or lab setting.  The Oral Language 

Big Books are great for ELL/ESL students and 

provide students with opportunities for 

vocabulary development, sentence structure 

skills, expression as well as questioning and 

answering skills. 

 

OS 

372.6 

GIU 

K-Gr. 3 

 

Oxford let’s get boys 

reading and writing 

By 

Jeffrey D. Wilhelm  

 

A research-based practical guide for 

elementary teachers and parents that 

includes research evidence about why some 

boys struggle with reading and writing, 

guidance on taking a whole school approach 

to raising boys'' achievement, and top ten 

tips for getting boys engaged in reading and 

writing. 

 

371.82 

WIL 
 

 

Pilot error 

By 

Dorene Meyer 

 

Includes 1 sound disc. 

Eleven-year-old Andrew Martin is convinced 

that is was not his father that died in the 

fiery crash that destroyed his plane.  There 

are just too many things that don't add up.  

And if his father didn't die in the plane crash, 

then he is still out there somewhere.  And 

Andrew is determined to find him! 

 

SR 

FIC 

MEY 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Red thirst, The 

By 

Benjamin Hulme-Cross 

 

(Dark hunter) 

While Mr. Blood, the Dark Hunter, is outside 

watching for a vampire, Edgar and Mary are 

locked in a chapel with the body the vampire 

is supposedly seeking. 

 

HL 

DAR 

RED 

Gr. 4-8 

 

Ship of death 

By 

Benjamin Hulme-Cross 

 

(Dark hunter) 

Mr. Blood, Edgar, and Mary face a ghostly 

ship that takes them on the ride of their 

lives. 

HL 

DAR 

SHI 

Gr. 4-8 

 

Snap, crackle, moo! 

 

(Cozy Corner) 

Contents: 

1 Big book: My Daddy snores 

2 Small books: Book! Book! Book! & If You're 

happy and you know it: Jungle edition 

7 laminated character cards 

1 storytime plan 

1 Putumayo kids CD: Sing along with 

Putumayo 

1 storytime poster 

 

 

 

OS 

E 

SNA 

K 



 

Splish! Splash! Exploring 

and enjoying nature 

 

(Cozy Corner) 

Contents: 

1 Big book: My River 

2 Small books: Ten little fish & One nighttime 

sea 

8 laminated character cards 

1 storytime plan 

1 Putumayo kids CD: Hawaiian playground 

1 storytime poster 

OS 

E 

SPL 

K 

 

Stone witch, The 

By 

Benjamin Hulme-Cross 

 

(Dark hunter) 

When Mr. Blood enters a witch's tomb he 

triggers a curse which only his young 

assistants, Edgar and Mary, can break. 

HL 

DAR 

STO 

Gr. 4-8 

 

Tansi 

By 

Flora Rideout 

 

Includes a glossary. 

Written as a resource for young moms and 

dads who would like to teach their children 

Cree. 

497 

RID 
 

 

Wolf trap 

By 

Benjamin Hulme-Cross 

 

(Dark hunter) 

Mr. Blood is called to an island to hunt a 

werewolf, but it soon becomes clear that 

something else is going on that endangers 

the Dark Hunter as well as his young helpers, 

Edgar and Mary. 

 

HL 

DAR 

WOL 

Gr. 4-8 

HEALTH/PHYSICAL EDUCATION/CHARACTER EDUCATION 

    

 

Firewater: how alcohol is 

killing my people 

By 

Harold Johnson 

 

In this passionate call to action, Harold 

Johnson looks at the devastating impact 

alcohol has had on his people.  Using 

traditional stories, spirituality, and modern 

medical research to take on the stereotype of 

the 'lazy, drunken Indian," Johnson creates a 

new narrative of sobriety for his people.   

362.292 

JOH 
 

 

Health education, 

Grades 5-9 

 

Contents: 1 each of: 

"What's happening to my body?" book for 

girls, The. -- "What's happening to my 

body?" book for boys, The. -- Below your 

belt. -- Boys' guide to growing up, The. -- 

Care & keeping of you, The. -- Doing it right. 

-- Girl to girl. -- Girls' guide to growing up, 

The. -- Growing up inside and out. -- Human 

body theater (HC). -- It's perfectly normal. -- 

It's so amazing. -- On your mark, get set, 

grow! -- Puberty girl. -- Rookie yearbook 

four. -- Sex is a funny word (HC). -- Sex: an 

uncensored introduction. -- What if? 

TKT 

613.9 

HEA 

 

 

Horseshoe set 

 

Set includes: 

4 official weight forged steel horseshoes, 2 

24" solid steel stakes and 1 Carry/storage 

case. 

EQ 

796.24 

HOR 

 

 

Hospital, The 

 

Contents: 

2 each of: Ambulances (1 HC). -- Hospital 

(First time). -- I want to be a nurse (1 HC). -

- Jessica's X-ray (1 HC). 

TKT 

E 

HOS 

 



1 each of: Ambulances (Rescue machines at 

work) (HC). -- Ambulances in action (HC). -- 

Berenstain bears hospital friends, The. -- 

Betsy goes to the doctor (HC). -- Doctors 

(Community workers) (HC). -- Doctors 

(People in my community). -- Franklin goes 

to the hospital. -- George visits the doctor. -- 

Hospital, The (BB). -- I have a skeleton (HC). 

-- I want to be a doctor. -- Maisy goes to the 

hospital. -- Meet my neighbor, the 

paramedic. -- Nurse (Shapes like a person). -

- Nurses (Community helpers) (HC). -- 

Paddington goes to hospital. 

Other items: Reflex hammer. -- Stethoscope 

(with carrying case). -- Toy ambulance. 

 

 

Human body, The 

 

(Let’s find out: the human body!) 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Bones in your body, The. -- Brain in your 

body, The. -- Eyes in your body, The. -- 

Heart and blood in your body, The. -- Lungs 

in your body, The. -- Muscles in your body, 

The. -- Skin on your body, The. -- Stomach 

and intestines in your body, The. 

KIT 

612 

HUM 

Gr. 2-5 

 

Planting my values 

By 

Lynn Powell 

 

Values are very important, but figuring out 

what values to plant and how to make them 

grow can be difficult.  In Planting my values, 

a young boy shares his journey of self-

discovery as he learns how to develop values 

in his life. 

170 

POW 
 

 

Social skills (10 books) 

 

(Little world social skills) 

Learn how to handle the many different 

situations you'll face as you grow.  Filled with 

real world examples that will teach you about 

everything from how to handle bullies to 

what it means to be a responsible person. 

Contents: Are you a bully? -- Friends. -- 

Honesty. -- Integrity. -- Let's work together. 

-- Look on the bright side. -- May I please? -- 

Problem solving. -- Responsibility. -- Sharing. 

 

KIT 

302.14 

SOC 

2 copies 

PreK-Gr. 2 

 

What you need to know 

(4 books) 

 

(Fact finders: focus on health) 

When it comes to injuries and diseases, 

sometimes the scientific facts aren't enough.  

Get the information you need to know about 

causes, symptoms, and treatments with 

personal narratives from youths who have 

experienced these conditions in their own 

lives for greater understanding. 

Contents: 1 each of: 

What you need to know about cancer. -- 

What you need to know about concussions. -

- What you need to know about diabetes. -- 

What you need to know about meningitis. 

 

Kit 

571.9 

WHA 

Gr. 4+ 

    

MATHEMATICS 



 

Number neighbors: 

seeing is believing 

 

Designed for the visual, kinesthetic, tactile 

learner--those who need to know the "why" 

behind the step-by-step processes of math. 

Contents: 

28 giant plastic blocks (two 0's, ten 1's, five 

2's, two each of 3's, 4's, 5's, one each of 6, 

7, 8, 9, 10) 

50 giant marbles (20 each of two colors, 10 

of one color [colors may vary from those 

shown) 

Number line strips 0-20 

Study guide with over 200 pages of activities 

in pdf format on CD (compatible with Adobe 

Reader 6.0 or higher 

Plastic storage box 

 

KIT 

513.5 

NUM 

Ages 4-10 

 

Pre-algebra for visual 

learners 

 

Designed for the visual, kinesthetic, tactile 

learner--those who need to know the "why" 

behind the "rules" of math. 

Focus for this kit... 

- Introduction to integers addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division of 

integers. 

- Single variable equations with addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

Contents: 

23 algebra tiles 

20 colored buttons 

24 symbol cards 

Plastic storage box 

Illustrated study/activity guide and test 

booklet in pdf format on CD (compatible with 

adobe reader 6.0 or higher) 

 

KIT 

512 

PRE 

2 copies 

Ages 10+ 

    

NATIVE STUDIES 

 

100 days of Cree 

By 

Neal McLeod 

 

Text in English; some text in Cree. 

As an Elder once said, "Learn one Cree word 

a day for 100 days, and emerge a different 

person." 

Based on a series of Facebook posts, 100 

Days of Cree demonstrates why this funny, 

vibrant, and sometimes salacious language is 

"the sexiest of them all" (according to 

Tomson Highway). 

Based on a series of Facebook posts, the 100 

short chapters or "days" in the book present 

a chain of related words, some dealing with 

the traditional--the buffalo hunt, the 

seasons--and others cheekily capturing the 

detritus of modern life--from Internet slang 

to Johnny Cash songs to Viagra. The result is 

both an introduction to the most widely 

spoken Indigenous language in Canada and 

the opportunity to see the world, and 

ourselves, in another way. 

 

497 

MCL 
 



 

A is for Aboriginal 

By 

Joseph MacLean 

 

A is for Aboriginal is the first in the First 

Nations Reader Series. Each letter explores a 

name, a place or facet of Aboriginal history 

and culture. 

The reader will discover some interesting bits 

of history and tradition that are not widely 

known. At the bottom of each letter there is 

a list of Indigenous peoples that begin with 

that letter. The idea is that the names can be 

recited as a sort of poem of 

remembrance. There is a glossary of all of 

the indigenous peoples named in the book. 

The glossary although extensive is not a 

definitive list of indigenous people. The main 

focus is on North America but there are some 

indigenous people listed from every continent 

to give a global sense of the expanse and 

depth of the Aboriginal story. 

This book celebrates Aboriginal heritage and 

culture. 

970.1 

MAC 
 

 

Animals of the Salish 

sea 

A variety of Coast Salish artists have been 

generous in sharing their culture, art and 

insights on their unique relationships with the 

natural and supernatural world. 

709.2 

ANI 
 

 

Canada’s First Nations 

and cultural genocide 

By 

Robert Z. Cohen 

 

Robert Z. Cohen. 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

For more than 100 years, Canada’s First 

Nations, Inuit’s, and Metis people endured an 

educational system designed to essentially 

remove all evidence of their native identities. 

Children were mistreated and stripped of 

their identities as they were educated in the 

ways of a nation that wanted no trace of the 

Indian. This insightful resource provides a 

history of Canada and outlines the 

development of attitudes that resulted in the 

residential education system, as well as a 

glimpse into the experiences of children who 

made it through. 

971.004 

COH 
 

 

Firewater: how alcohol is 

killing my people 

By 

Harold Johnson 

 

In this passionate call to action, Harold 

Johnson looks at the devastating impact 

alcohol has had on his people.  Using 

traditional stories, spirituality, and modern 

medical research to take on the stereotype of 

the 'lazy, drunken Indian," Johnson creates a 

new narrative of sobriety for his people.   

362.292 

JOH 
 

 

Grandmother and 

Grandfather series, Set 

2 

Designed to teach aboriginal culture and 

traditions to young students in the 

classroom.  Each book relates the story of 

Aboriginal students asking their grandmother 

or grandfather questions about their culture 

and tradition. 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Grandfather, tell us about the eagle feather. 

-- Grandfather, tell us about the igloo. -- 

Grandfather, tell us about the Inukshuk. -- 

Grandfather, tell us about the totem pole. -- 

TKT 

390 

GRA 

2 copies 

Gr. 1-3 



Grandfather, tell us about wild rice. -- 

Grandmother, tell us about our elders. -- 

Grandmother, tell us about regalia. -- 

Grandmother, tell us about the four sacred 

medicines. -- Grandmother, tell us about the 

star blanket. -- Grandmother, tell us about 

the tipi. 

Other materials: 1 Grandmother and 

Grandfather teacher's guide. 

 

 

Medicine paint: the art 

of Dale Auger 

 

One of Canada's most evocative modern 

painters, Cree artist Dale Auger was a gifted 

interpreter of First Nations culture, using the 

cross-cultural medium of art to portray 

scenes from the everyday to the sacred and 

dissemble stereotypes about Indigenous 

peoples. Medicine Paint is a collection of 

Auger's best work, reproduced in glorious full 

colour and reflecting the evolution of the 

artist's distinctive style. Including a revealing 

look back at his life and professional 

development, the book is a stunning tribute 

to the master Aboriginal artist. 

 

759.11 

AUG 
 

 

Medicine wheel, The 

By 

Sandra Samatte 

 

The medicine wheel storybook uses rhymes 

and fun pictures to help teach young kids all 

about the medicine wheel and it's amazing 

teachings. 

299.7 

SAM 
 

 

Knowledge seeker:, The 

By 

Blair Stonechild 

 

Blair Stonechild ; foreword by Noel 

Starblanket. 

illustrations ; 

23 cm 

Includes bibliographical references (pages 

221-233) and index. 

Blair Stonechild shares his journey through 

the educational system - from attending 

residential school to earning a PhD to being a 

founder of the First Nations University of 

Canada.  In doing so, he reclaims his 

Indigenous spirituality.  He delves into the 

philosophy of his people's teachings and 

laws, describes the significance of 

ceremonies, and comes to better understand 

the proper relationship with all created 

beings. 

 

299.7 

STO 
 

 

Residential schools (4 

books) 

 

Contents: 1 each of: 

I am not a number. -- Residential schools: 

with the words and images of survivors. -- 

Shin-shi's canoe. -- Shi-shi-etko. 

 

KIT 

371.829 

RES 

 

 

Standing people, The 

By 

Kahlee Keane 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index.  

Kahlee Keane 'Root Woman' offers us 

another way of looking at the plant world.  In 

this comprehensive guide that combines 

581.634 

KEA 

3 copies 

 



scientific information with history, folklore, 

individual stories and experience, they have 

re-located the use of medicinal plants to the 

realm of a personal relationship with the 

healing power of the natural world. 

 

 

Tansi 

By 

Flora Rideout 

 

Includes a glossary. 

Written as a resource for young moms and 

dads who would like to teach their children 

Cree. 

497 

RID 
 

 

Urban tribes: Native 

Americans in the city 

By 

Lisa Charleyboy 

 

Young, urban Natives powerfully show how 

their culture and values can survive—and 

enrich—city life.  Urban Tribes offers unique 

insight into this growing and often 

misperceived group. Emotionally potent and 

visually arresting, the anthology profiles 

young urban Natives from across North 

America, exploring how they connect with 

Native culture and values in their 

contemporary lives. Their stories are as 

diverse as they are. From a young Dene 

woman pursuing a MBA at Stanford to a Pima 

photographer in Phoenix to a Mohawk actress 

in New York, these urban Natives share their 

unique perspectives to bridge the divide 

between their past and their future, their 

cultural home, and their adopted cities.  

Unflinchingly honest and deeply moving, 

contributors explore a wide-range of topics. 

From the trials and tribulations of dating in 

the city to the alienating experience of 

leaving a remote reserve to attend high 

school in the city, from the mainstream 

success of Electric Pow wow music to the 

humiliation of dealing with racist school 

mascots, personal perspectives illuminate 

larger political issues. An innovative and 

highly visual design offers a dynamic, 

reading experience. 

 

305.897 

CHA 
 

        

PRACTICAL and APPLIED ARTS & WORK EXPERIENCE 

        

SCIENCE 

    

 

Experiments with a 

flashlight 

By 

Angela Royston 

 

This low-level title introduces young students 

to the physical properties of light through an 

interactive approach. The science of light is 

explained to the reader through a series of 

photo-illustrated, step-by-step experiments, 

shown as being performed by their 

elementary-aged peers. The accessible text 

and experiments combine to teach important 

scientific concepts as well as promote critical 

thinking in young students. The (fun!) 

507.8 

ROY 
 



experiments strongly support STEM and 

CCSS programs, while also sparking ideas for 

science fair and maker spaces projects. 

 

 

Experiments with a ruler 

By 

Angela Royston 

 

This low-level title introduces young students 

to physics through an interactive approach. 

The science of forces is explained to the 

reader through a series of photo-illustrated, 

step-by-step experiments, shown as being 

performed by their elementary-aged peers. 

The accessible text and experiments combine 

to teach important scientific concepts as well 

as promote critical thinking in young 

students. The (fun!) experiments strongly 

support STEM and CCSS programs, while 

also sparking ideas for science fair and 

maker spaces projects. 

 

  

 

Experiments with water 

By  

Angela Royston 

 

This low-level title introduces young students 

to the physical properties of water through 

an interactive approach. The science of water 

is explained to the reader through a series of 

photo-illustrated, step-by-step experiments, 

shown as being performed by their 

elementary-aged peers. The accessible text 

and experiments combine to teach important 

scientific concepts as well as promote critical 

thinking in young students. The (fun!) 

experiments strongly support STEM and 

CCSS programs, while also sparking ideas for 

science fair and maker spaces projects. 

 

507.8 

ROY 
 

 

Exploring light 

By 

Louise Spilsbury 

 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Light and dark. -- Reflecting light. -- 

Shadows. -- Sources of light. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 4; Light (LI). 
 
 

KIT 

535.4 

SPI 

Gr. 4 

 

Eye on the sky 

(6 books) 

 

(Eye on the sky) 

Contents: 1 each of: 

When blizzards blow. -- When floods flow. -- 

When hail hits. -- When hurricanes howl. -- 

When lightnin strikes. -- When tornadoes 

touch down. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 5- Weather 
(WE). 

 

KIT 

551.55 

EYE 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Graphic science library 

 

A tool that brings to life instruction in both 

science and literacy.  Designed to 

supplement your science instruction and offer 

alternative approaches for instruction. 

 

TKT 

500 

GRA 

Gr. 4+ 

 

How a bridge is built 

By 

Am Aloian 

 

(Engineering our world) 

Includes index. 

Place to place -- Hold it up -- Using the 

forces -- Get to work -- Falsework -- Bridge 

types -- On deck -- Joining together -- Make 

your own truss. 

624.2 

ALO 
Gr, 3 



 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 3- Structures 
and Materials. 

 

How a skyscraper is built 

By 

Therese Shea 

 

(Engineering our world) 

Includes index. 

Look up! -- Super steel -- A firm foundation -

- The superstructure -- Inside and out -- 

Going up! -- The power of wind -- Superior 

skyscrapers -- Make your own skyscraper. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 3- Structures 
and Materials. 
 

720.483 

SHE 
Gr. 3 

 

Life science through 

infographics 

By 

Nadia Higgins 

 

Includes index 

Life-a-whirl -- Organisms rule! -- Party, 

carboniferous-style -- Rock stars -- Our 

world's worlds -- Let's get microscopic -- 

Thank you, DNA -- Amazing bods -- The 

cycle of life -- Eat and be eaten -- The bad 

news -- Ways to live green -- The wow-o-

meter of life. 

 

571.8 

HIG 
 

 

My five senses 

By 

Tracey Steffora 

 

This big book takes a very simple look at 

children's five senses. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 1- Using Our 
Senses. 

OS 

612.8 

STE 

K-Gr. 1 

 

Natural disasters 

through 

Infographics 

By 

Nadia Higgins 

 

Includes index. 

This book displays Earth's systems, their 

interactions, and those impacts on 

populations, including earthquakes and 

volcanoes caused by shifting plates, 

atmospheric changes, and other natural 

events. 

 

363.34 

HIG 
 

 

Nature’s weeds, native 

medicine : 

By 

Marie Miczak 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 119-

122) and index. 

Offers a unique insight to the secret healing 

herbs used by the first inhabitants of North 

America. 

615.32 

MIC 
 

 

Sort it out! (6 books) 

 

(Sort it out! First concepts) 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Sort it by color. -- Sort it by shape. -- Sort it 

by size. -- Sort it by sound. -- Sort it by 

texture. -- Sort it by weight. 

 

KIT 

512.2 

SOR 

K-Gr. 2 

 

Standing people, The 

By 

Kahlee Keane 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index.  

Kahlee Keane 'Root Woman' offers us 

another way of looking at the plant world.  In 

this comprehensive guide that combines 

scientific information with history, folklore, 

individual stories and experience, they have 

re-located the use of medicinal plants to the 

realm of a personal relationship with the 

healing power of the natural world. 

 

581.634 

KEA 

3 copies 

 



 

Transformations (6 

books) 

 

(Bookworms: Step-by-step transformations) 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Turning apples into applesauce. -- Turning 

cotton into clothes. -- Turning sand into 

glass. -- Turning sap into maple syrup. -- 

Turning wheat into bread. -- Turning wool 

into sweaters. 
Suggested Use: Science Kindergarten: 
Objects and Materials. Grade 1: Using 
Objects and Materials. 

KIT 

670 

TRA 

K-Gr. 1 

 

Transformations in 

nature (6 books) 

By 

Amy Hayes 

 

Contents: 

1 each of: Caterpillar becomes a butterfly, A. 

-- Egg becomes a robin, An. -- Larva 

becomes a fly, A. -- Seed becomes a 

dandelion, A. -- Seed becomes a pumpkin, A. 

-- Tadpole becomes a frog, A. 
Suggested Use: Science K;  Living Things in 

Our Environment. Grade 1; Needs and 

Characteristics of Living Things. 

KIT 

508 

HAY 

PreK-Gr. 1 

 

Water book : 

By 

Rhonda Phillips 

 

Water is one of the most precious resources 

on Earth; all life forms require water in some 

way.  Aquatic organisms live in the water, 

while terrestrial organisms need access to 

water for their life processes.  Humans use 

water in many ways.  Since water makes up 

60% of a body by weight, people consume 

water in their food and drink to maintain the 

water balance necessary for survival.  Water 

is also withdrawn and used to clean, cool and 

transport waste.  In stream, water is used to 

produce electricity and for transportation, as 

well as all the recreational activities 

mentioned above.  Anywhere we encounter 

aquatic systems we expect them to have a 

certain level of cleanliness.  Water that is 

consumed by people needs to be potable so 

that it does not negatively impact human 

health.  Water in natural aquatic 

environments supports healthy functioning 

ecosystems. 

577.6 

PHI 
 

    

SOCIAL STUDIES 

    

 

A is for Aboriginal 

By 

Joseph MacLean 

 

A is for Aboriginal is the first in the First 

Nations Reader Series. Each letter explores a 

name, a place or facet of Aboriginal history 

and culture. 

The reader will discover some interesting bits 

of history and tradition that are not widely 

known. At the bottom of each letter there is 

a list of Indigenous peoples that begin with 

that letter. The idea is that the names can be 

recited as a sort of poem of 

remembrance. There is a glossary of all of 

the indigenous peoples named in the book. 

The glossary although extensive is not a 

definitive list of indigenous people. The main 

focus is on North America but there are some 

970.1 

MAC 
 



indigenous people listed from every continent 

to give a global sense of the expanse and 

depth of the Aboriginal story. 

This book celebrates Aboriginal heritage and 

culture. 

 

 

Advocate for the North: 

By 

Frank Wade 

 

Told through the life and experiences of 

Judge John Parker, this book is about the 

Indians and the Inuit of the territories, 

English explorers, the RCMP, the religious 

missions and white settlers, trappers, 

prospectors, miners and government 

administrators in far-off Ottawa. It tells of 

the Yellowknife Gold Rush (as interesting as 

the Yukon's and little known), bonanza and 

fiasco gold mines, mining stock gyrations, 

tragic aboriginal murder cases, overblown 

nothern white personalities, reindeer and 

caribou puzzles, fur trade difficulties, chronic 

native problems and the building of the Arctic 

metropolis of Inuvik. 

 

347.719 

WAD 
 

 

Animals of the Salish 

sea 

A variety of Coast Salish artists have been 

generous in sharing their culture, art and 

insights on their unique relationships with the 

natural and supernatural world. 

 

709.2 

ANI 
 

 

Arctic, The 

 

Contents: 1 each of: An Inuksuk means 

welcome. -- Antarctica (Blastoff! Readers: 

Discover the continents). -- Arctic fox (Arctic 

animals : life outside the igloo). -- Arctic: a 

guide to coastal wildlife, The (pb). -- 

Canada's arctic animals (Canada up close) 

(pb). -- Collared lemming (Atctic animals : 

life outside the igloo). -- Gift of the Inuksuk, 

the. -- Harp seal (Arctic animals : life outside 

the igloo). -- How to build an iglu (pb). -- 

Make your own Inuksuk. -- Native nations of 

the Arctic and Subarctic (Native nations of 

North America). -- North and South pole?, 

The (pb). -- Nunavut (pb). -- Polar bear 

(Arctic animals : life outside the igloo). -- 

Reindeer (Arctic animals : life outside the 

igloo). -- Snowshoe hare (Arctic animals : life 

outside the igloo). -- T is for Territories: a 

Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut 

alphabet. -- Waluk (pb). 

 

TKT 

970.0049 

ARC 

Gr. K-3 

 

Children like us. (6 

books) 

By 

Moira Butterfield 

 

(Children like us) 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Clothes around the world. -- Food around the 

world. -- Homes around the world. -- Schools 

around the world. -- Toys and games around 

the world. -- Transportation around the 

world. 
Suggested Use: Social Studies Grade 3. 
 
 

KIT 

307 

BUT 

Gr. 3 



 

Community workers (6 

books) 

 

(Bookworms: community workers) 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Carpenter's job, A. -- Chef's job, A. -- 

Dentist's job, A. -- Plumber's job, A. -- 

Teacher's job, A. -- Vet's job, A. 

KIT 

331.7 

COM 

K-Gr. 1 

 

Learning about our 

global community (6 

books) 

 

Contents: 1 each of: 

Birthdays in different places. -- Clothing in 

different places. -- Foods in different places. 

-- Homes in different places. -- Schools in 

different places. -- Transportation in different 

places. 
Suggested Use: Social Studies Grade 3. 

KIT 

307 

LEA 

Gr. 3 

 

Where do you live? 

 

 

Contents:   

1 each of: Can we help? -- In Lucia's 

neighborhood. -- Look where we live! -- My 

hometown. -- Why we live where we live. 
Suggested Use:  Social Studies Grade 2; 

Interactions and Interdependence. 

KIT 

307 

WHE 

Gr. 2 

    

TECHNOLOGY 

  

Kids can code 

By 

Patricia Harris 

 

 Contents: 1 each of: 

Understanding coding with Hopscotch. -- 

Understanding coding with Lego Mindstorms. 

-- Understanding coding with Lego WeDo. -- 

Understanding coding with Minecraft. -- 

Understanding coding with Python. -- 

Understanding coding with Raspberry Pi. --

Understanding coding with Ruby--- 

Understanding coding with Scratch. 

KIT 

005.1 

HAR 

Gr. 4+ 

        

 


